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Given a sentence such as the butler helped Calvin at the
weddingreception, two factors coulddeterminewhich char-
acter is considered the main character and, therefore, more
accessible for processing: the order of mention in the sen-
tence and whether the character is designatedby a name or
a common noun.As will be reviewed below, first-mentioned
characters tend to be favored over second-mentionedchar-
acters, and named characters tend to be favored over char-
acters designated by a noun.

The order of mention effect is well documented and ro-
bust. When a probe recognition methodology (i.e., partic-
ipants are presented with a sentence and then asked to re-
spond whether a probe word was present in the sentence)
has been used, order-of-mention experiments typically
have shown an initial advantage for the most recently men-
tioned character if the participants responded to the probe
soon after the sentence was over, but an ultimate advan-
tage for the first-mentioned character if the probe oc-
curred at later delays (Gernsbacher, Hargreaves, & Bee-
man, 1989;Knoedler, 1994;Neath & Knoedler, 1994).The
advantage of first mention has been shown not to depend
on linguistic factors, such as semantic or syntactic role, to
occur even if the first character is not the initialword in the
sentence (Gernsbacher & Hargreaves, 1988), and to occur
for each clause within a sentence (Gernsbacher et al.,
1989). The advantage has also been found to hold cross-
linguistically, occurring in both English and Spanish (Car-
reiras, Gernsbacher, & Villa, 1995). The advantage may
not occur, however, if the potential set from which probes
are taken is not fairly predictable (Knoedler, 1994).

Gernsbacher (1990) has argued that the advantage of
first mention is a result of structure building—that is, com-
prehenders are using initial elements as starting points or
foundations for the building of their discourse under-
standing (Gernsbacher, 1990;MacWhinney, 1977). Others,
however, have argued that this effect has nothing to do with
text understanding but is strictly due to the temporal dis-
tinctivenessof initial items over items that occur later(Neath,
1993; Neath & Knoedler, 1994). Indeed, first-mention ef-
fects have been found for nameable pictures and hard-to-
label patterns (e.g., snowflakes), as well as for characters
in a sentence (Neath & Knoedler, 1994).

Whereas quite a bit is known about the advantage of
first mention, not as much information is available about
how character designation(proper name or common noun)
affects accessibility. Data from tip-of-the-tongue experi-
ments indicate that proper names may be less accessible
than common nouns (Burke, MacKay, Worthley, & Wade,
1991). However, when a name-designated character and a
noun-designated character occur across sentences in dis-
course, the named character appears to be more available
for processing. For example, in writing continuations to
stories containingone character designatedby a name and
one by a common noun, readers are more likely to refer to
the named character, while showing no influence of the
order in which the characters are mentioned (Sanford,
Moar, & Garrod, 1988). Background information is more
often associated with named characters than with those
designated by a common noun (Sanford, Clegg, & Majid,
1998). Reading times for sentences containing a pronoun
referring back to a named character are faster than those
for sentences containing a pronoun referring to the noun-
designatedcharacter (Garrod, Freudenthal,& Boyle,1994;
Sanford et al., 1988). Similarly, readers are affected by verb
consistency in a spelling error detection task in the former
condition, but not in the latter (Garrod & Sanford, 1985).
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Accessibilityof charactersin two-character sentences (e.g., The butler helped Calvin at the wedding

reception) was investigatedwith a probe recognition task.Probes were either the first character(e.g.,but-

ler) or the second character (e.g., Calvin) in a sentence and were designated by proper names or com-
mon nouns crossed with name or noun nonprobes. Results show that (1) probes in first position are
more accessible than those in second position, but not when noun probes are paired with name non-
probes, (2) characters designated by names are generally more accessible than those designated by
nouns, and (3) the first name in a sentence is more available than other characters, regardless of posi-
tion. Thus, accessibilityof charactersin a sentence seems dependent on discourse function, with named
charactersseen as main characters, rather than on nondiscourse-related factors, such as temporal dis-
tinctiveness.
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Thus, lookingacross comprehension tasks, there may be an
advantagefor names overnouns. In particular, named char-
acters seemed to be considered main characters, whereas
noun-designatedcharacters are seen as secondary.

If the advantage of first mention is a result of structure
building, as was proposed by Gernsbacher (1990), it may
be affected by other factors involved in discourse com-
prehension. For example, a pronoun referring to an entire
conjoined noun phrase is processed more easily than a
pronoun referring to the first component of the conjoined
phrase (Gordon, Hendrick, Ledoux, & Yang, 1999). That
is, a unified discourse entity is more accessible than its
initial component. If discourse role is more important than
order of mention, it is possible that named characters,
which are considered main characters when they contrast
with noun-designated characters (Sanford et al., 1988),
may be more accessible, regardless of order of mention. If,
however, the first-mention advantage is simply a result of
temporal distinctiveness,as was proposedby Neath (1993;
Neath & Knoedler, 1994), changingdiscourse role should
have no impact on the advantage of first mention.

There is very littleavailableevidenceabouthowsentences
containing both name-designated and noun-designated
characters are processed in the probe recognition litera-
ture.Most stimuli in this paradigmhave involvedtwo named
characters—mostly referring to unknown people (Corbett
& Chang, 1983; Gernsbacher, 1989; Gernsbacher & Har-
greaves, 1988; Gernsbacher et al., 1989; McDonald &
MacWhinney, 1995; Neath & Knoedler, 1994), although
one study used names of known people (Gernsbacher,
1996).A few experimentshaveused stimuli containingtwo
nouns (Carreiras et al., 1995; Gernsbacher, 1996; Von
Eckardt & Potter, 1985). In all these cases, an advantage
of first mention was found. However, at least one experi-
ment has failed to find a first-mention advantage for Eng-
lish common nouns (Knoedler, 1994). In this experiment,
however, the second noun was in sentence final position,
and the status of this position may overcome the advan-
tage of first mention.

To date, we know of only one probe recognition study
that has examined the first-mention advantage with sen-
tences containing both proper names and common nouns
(Robertson,Gernsbacher,& Robertson,1995). In this study,
there was an advantage of first mention and an advantage
for names over common nouns. Most important, there was
no interaction between order of mention and character
designation. Thus, this study does not indicate any differ-
ence in the way names and common nouns interact with
the advantage of first mention. However, Robertson et al.
examined the advantage of first mention at only one test
point, and that one was about a half-second delay from
clause end. Advantage-of-mention effects are known to
strengthen with time delay (Gernsbacher et al., 1989). It
may therefore be necessary to examine a variety of time
delays to find out whether there are differences in the time
course of the advantage of first mention for names and
nouns.

In the followingexperiment, the effects of order of men-
tion and type of character designation on accessibility
were investigated by probing either the first or the second
character in a sentence and completely crossing the des-
ignationof the probe (name or noun) with that of the non-
probe (name or noun) in a probe recognitiontask. The time
course of the effects was investigated by using three dif-
ferent postsentence time delays before the probe was pre-
sented.

METHOD

Participants
Seventy-two native English speakers served as participants. The

participants were replaced if they had a probe error rate of over 10%
or a comprehension question error rate of over 40%.

Stimuli
Stimuli consisted of 96 sentences of the form character1 verbed

character2 preposition phrase (e.g., The butler [Orville] helped the
chauffeur [Calvin] at the wedding reception). Eight versions of each
sentence were made by systematically varying whether the probe
was the first or the second character, whether the probe was desig-
nated by a proper name or a common noun, and whether the nonprobe
was designated by a proper name or a common noun. Table 1 shows
these conditions. Note that across conditions, a sentence frame con-
tained two characters chosen from two proper names (e.g., Orville
and Calvin) and two common nouns (e.g., butler and chauffeur ). The
names and nouns used in each sentence frame were closely matched
on KuÏcera and Francis (1967) frequency counts, with the majority
matching exactly. Across all sentences, names had an average fre-
quency per million of 23.3; nouns had an average of 23.2.

In addition, the delay between the end of the sentence and the pre-
sentation of the probe was varied. The probe delay was 0, 500, or
1,000 msec after the offset of the sentence. All factors were manip-
ulated within participants, yielding a 2 (probe position, first vs. sec-
ond character) 3 2 (designation of probe, name vs. noun) 3 2 (des-
ignation of nonprobe, name vs. noun) 3 3 (delay, 0, 500, or
1,000 msec) design. Each cell of this design contained 4 sentences,
for a total of 96 test sentences. Across participants, each sentence
was systematically stepped through each of its 24 conditions, for a
totally counterbalanced design.

Table 1
Example Stimuli

Probe-Name–Nonprobe-Name
Orville helped Calvin at the wedding reception.
Calvin helped Orville at the wedding reception.

Probe-Name–Nonprobe-Noun

Orville helped the chauffeur at the wedding reception.
The chauffeur helped Orville at the wedding reception.

Probe-Name–Nonprobe-Name

The butler helped Calvin at the wedding reception.
Calvin helped the butler at the wedding reception.

Probe-Name–Nonprobe-Noun

The butler helped the chauffeur at the wedding reception.
The chauffeur helped the butler at the wedding reception.

Note—Calvin and the chauffeur also served as probes in similar sen-
tences. However, no participant ever saw the same name or noun more
than once across stimuli. Probes are shown in boldface.
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In addition to the 96 stimulus sentences, there were 48 filler sen-
tences of exactly the same form. Probes for the filler sentences were
always names or nouns that were not in the sentence.

Procedure
The sentences were presented visually on a computer screen in four

parts. The first part was the first character (e.g., the butler), the second
part was the verb (helped), the third part was the second character (e.g.,
Calvin), and the final part was the prepositional phrase (e.g., at the
wedding reception). Each part appeared centered on the screen and was
presented for a baseline of 300 msec plus an additional 16.67 msec for
each character in the sector. After the last part of the sentence had
disappeared, the probe word for that sentence was displayed in all-
capital letters above the center of the screen at the assigned time
delay. The participants responded via the keyboard by pressing the
“1” key, which was marked yes, if the probe had been in that sentence
or the “0” key, which was marked no, if it had not been in that sentence.
The sentences were presented in a random order. Answers and reaction
times to the probes were recorded by the computer for later analysis.

After the probe disappeared, a comprehension question appeared
for one fourth of the sentences. These questions asked about various
parts of the sentence, including the characters and the prepositional
phrase. The participants gave the answer to the comprehension ques-
tion out loud, and it was recorded by the experimenter.

Data Analysis
To eliminate the effects of a few outliers in the data set, all reac-

tion times above 4,000 msec were considered missing data. This af-
fected 21 data points, or about 0.3% of the data. Reaction times to
incorrect answers were also considered missing. This affected 190 data
points, or about 2.7% of the data. Missing reaction times were replaced
by the mean of that participant’s performance in that condition.

RESULTS

Reaction Time
First-mentioned characters (M 5 947 msec) were re-

sponded to 41 msec faster than were second-mentioned

characters [M 5 988 msec; F1(1,71) 5 18.8, p , .001;
F2(1,95) 5 19.1, p , .001]. Name probes (M 5 940 msec)
were responded to 55 msec faster than were noun probes
[M 5 995 msec; F1(1,71) 5 39.2, p , .001; F2(1,95) 5
20.0, p , .001]. Reaction times were also slower at the 0-
msec delay (M 5 1,065 msec) than at the 500-msec delay
(M 5 925 msec) or the 1,000-msec delay [M 5 913 msec;
F1(2,142) 5 79.7,p , .001; F2(2,190)5 112.3,p , .001].

Qualifying the main effects of probe positionand probe
type was a three-way interaction between probe position,
probe type, and nonprobe type [F1(1,71) 5 5.8, p , .05;
F2(1,95) 5 5.7, p , .05]. As is shown in Figure 1, there
was a reaction time advantage for the first position over
the second for name probes, both when the nonprobe was
also a name [t1(71) 5 24.8, p , .001; t2(95) 5 24.1, p ,
.001], and when the nonprobe was a noun [t1(71) 5 22.5,
p , .05; t2(95) 5 22.7, p , .01]. That is, reaction time to
Orville was faster in Orville helped Calvin than in Calvin
helped Orville, and reaction time to Orville was faster in
Orville helped the chauffeur than in the chauffeur helped
Orville. In contrast, this effect of first mention for noun
probes was present only when the nonprobe was also a
noun [t1(71) 5 23.3 p , .005; t2(95) 5 22.9, p , .005].
That is, reaction time to butler was faster in the butler
helped the chauffeur than in the chauffeur helped the but-
ler. For noun probes with nonprobes that were names, the
latencies to the first and second positions were virtually
identical [t1(71) 5 2.003, n.s.; t2(95) 5 2.003, n.s.]. That
is, there was no difference in the accessibility of butler in
the butler helped Calvin and in Calvin helped the butler.

Accuracy
There was higher accuracy to name probes (M 5

98.1%) than to noun probes [M 5 96.4%;F1(1,71) 5 17.6,
p , .001; F2(1,95) 5 15.5, p , .001]. Accuracy differed
by delay [F1(2,142) 5 4.5, p , .05; F2(2,190) 5 4.0, p ,
.05], with the highest accuracy at the 500-msec delay
(M 5 97.8%), followed by the 0-msec delay (M 5 97.4%)
and the 1,000-msec delay (M 5 96.5%).

The effect of probe type was qualified by an interaction
between probe position, probe type, and nonprobe type
[F1(1,71) 5 8.3, p , .01; F2(1,95) 5 6.2, p , .05]. As is
shown in Figure 2, there was an effect of order of mention
on accuracy only when the probe was a noun and the non-
probe a name [t1(71) 5 23.4, p , .005; t2(95) 5 23.4,
p , .005]. In this case, accuracy was higher when the
probe was in the second position than when it was in the
first, indicatinga recency effect, rather than an advantage
of first mention.

There was also a marginal interaction between probe
position, nonprobe type, and probe delay [F1(2,142) 5
2.8, p , .10; F2(2,190) 5 4.0, p , .05]. Probe delay did
not affect accuracy rates to first and second positions for
noun nonprobes. However, for name nonprobes, a ten-
dency for higher accuracy to probes in the second posi-
tion (i.e., a recency effect) existed at 0 msec [t1(71) 5
21.8, p 5 .07; t2(95) 5 21.9, p , .06] and at 500 msec
[t1(71) 5 22.6, p , .05; t2(95) 5 22.6, p , .05]. This
was not the case at 1,000 msec (t1, t2 n.s.). As will be dis-

Figure 1. Probe reaction time across sentences: probe type 3
nonprobe type 3 probe position.
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cussed later, this effect was largely carried by the noun-
probe—name-nonprobe condition.

Summary
Taking the results of the reaction time and accuracy rates

together, an advantageof first mention was found for three
of the conditions:name probeswith name nonprobes,name
probes with noun nonprobes, and noun probes with noun
nonprobes.No such advantagewas found for the nounprobe
with name nonprobe condition in reaction time. Indeed,
the accuracy rates showed that the noun in the second posi-
tion (e.g., Calvin helped the butler), rather than in the first
position (e.g., The butler helped Calvin), was more avail-
able in this condition.There was some indication that this
second-position advantage may fade with time, since the
difference in accuracy rates between the first and the sec-
ond positions was significant at both the 0-msec delay
[95.1% vs. 98.6%; t1(71) 5 22.3, p , .05; t2(95) 5 22.4,
p , .05] and the 500-msec delay [93.4% vs. 98.3%;
t1(71) 5 22.9, p , .01; t2(95) 5 22.7, p , .01] but was
not significant at the 1,000-msec delay (96.2% vs. 96.5%;
t1 and t2, n.s.).

So far, we have considered the data by looking for the
effect of first mention while keeping the probe constant
and looking across sentences. That is, Calvin in the first
position in Calvin helped the butler is compared with
Calvin in the second position in the butler helped Calvin.
However, one could also look at the data from the point of
view of characters occurring in the same sentence—that
is, one could compare Calvin in the first position with the
butler in the second position in Calvin helped the butler.
This analysis would indicate which character is more
available within a sentence. Thus, the data in Figure 1 can

be reconceptualized as is shown in Figure 3, where the
data are laid out by the designationof the first and second
characters within a sentence. Three of the four sentence
types show an advantage of first mention. The first char-
acter in a name–name sentence (Orville helped Calvin) is
more available [t1(71) 5 24.8, p , .001; t2(95) 5 24.1,
p , .001], the first character in a noun–noun sentence
(The butler helped the chauffeur) is more available
[t1(71) 5 23.3 p , .005; t2(95) 5 22.9, p , .005], and
the first character in a name–noun sentence (Orville
helped the chauffeur) is more available [t1(71) 5 24.1,
p , .001; t2(95) 5 24.3, p , .001]. However, for noun–
name sentences (The butler helped Calvin), there is a sig-
nificant advantage for the second-mentioned character,
the one mentioned by name [t1(71) 5 2.1, p , .05; mar-
ginal t2(95) 5 1.8, p , .07]. This second-character ad-
vantage for this condition is also found in the accuracy
rates, as reconceptualized in Figure 4 [t1(71) 5 24.1 p ,
.001; t2(95) 5 24.5, p , .001].

Looking at the results conceptualized in this way, we
see that the first-mentioned name in a sentence with two
characters is more accessible (i.e., name–name, name–
noun, noun–name). When no names are present, the char-
acter in the first position is more accessible (i.e., noun–
noun). Thus, it appears that both the position and the sta-
tus of the characters determine what is most available in a
probe recognitiontask. In cases in which first mention and
named characters conflict, it appears that the advantage
for the name outweighs that of first mention, at least for
the early time delays tested here.

DISCUSSION

This experiment yieldeda robust probe reaction time and
accuracy advantage for characters designated by a name,

Figure 2. Probe accuracy across sentences: probe type 3 non-
probe type 3 probe position.

Figure 3. Reaction time to the first and second characters by
sentence type.
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rather than for thosedesignatedby a noun.This effect repli-
cates previous findings in our lab, using different stimuli
(Shaibe & McDonald, 1993), as well as those found in
other labs, using similar (Robertson et al., 1995) or differ-
ent (Garrod & Sanford, 1985; Sanford et al., 1988) tasks.
This raises the question of the source of this name advan-
tage. Although names and nouns in this experiment were
carefully balanced for KuÏcera and Francis (1967) fre-
quency, it is possible that the frequencies of the names in
1967 do not reflect current usage. That is, the names used
in the present study may actually have increased in usage,
as compared with the nouns. However, an inspection of
the names used does not intuitively lend itself to this con-
clusion, and the fact that this effect has occurred repeat-
edly across different stimuli and labs makes this explana-
tion less tenable. The names in the present experiment
were semantically empty—that is, they had no known ref-
erent, and the name provided no information beyond gen-
der. This lack of semantic content of names, relative to
nouns, may have made the names easier to process. An-
other possibility is that names are simply easier to process
than nouns in discourse. Since names are taken to be cen-
tral characters in discourse, they should be the focus of
processing, making them more available. (We do not wish
to claim that names will be more accessible than nouns in
all tasks. Clear results exist that indicate that names are
more difficult to retrieve in memory tasks [Burke et al.,
1991]. This may be because names are less interconnected
to other knowledge [Cohen, 1990] or less directly con-
nected to semantic knowledge [Burke et al., 1991].)

The results also show that the advantageof first mention
typically found in sentences with multiple characters must
be qualified. Although this effect was found for name
probes regardless of the nonprobe, it was found for noun

probes only when the nonprobewas also a noun. The first-
mention advantage did not occur for noun probes paired
with name nonprobes.These results are easily explainable
within a structure-building approach, such as that of
MacWhinney(1977) or Gernsbacher (1990). In single sen-
tences in which the two characters are of equal status (i.e.,
both names or both nouns), there is no basis other than po-
sition to decide who is the central character. Therefore, the
first-mentioned character is taken as the starting point for
buildinga discourse structure and is, therefore, made more
accessible. In sentences in which there is a nounprobepaired
with a name nonprobe,the noun is never taken to be the cen-
tral character, regardless of position.That is, in both the but-
ler helpedCalvin and Calvinhelped the butler, it is Calvin,
and not the butler, who is taken to be the central charac-
ter. Thus, there is no reaction time advantage for butler
when it occurs in the first position, as compared with the
second position. Why, then, is there a first-mention ad-
vantagefor a name probewhen it is paired with a nounnon-
probe? That is, why is Calvin more accessible in Calvin
helped the butler than in the butler helped Calvin? In both
cases, Calvin is taken to be the main character, because he
is designated by a proper name. Perhaps, since the role of
central character can immediately be assigned to Calvin
after hearing the first word in Calvin helped the butler, it
has more time to increase in accessibility than in the but-
ler helped Calvin, where one must wait until the second
character is encountered to know who is the central figure.
This ability to decide on the central character sooner could
thus result in an advantage of first mention.

Indeed, exactly when one can decide who is the central
character helps explain well the pattern of reaction times
obtained in the present experiment.For example, it is only
when a name is in the first position that one can know im-
mediately that the first character will be the central one.
Names in first position do have the fastest latencies in the
experiment (904 msec for name probes with name non-
probe and 922 msec for name probes with noun non-
probes; see Figure 1). In sentences involvinga noun in the
first position, one must wait until the second character is
encountered to know whether it is the first character that
will be considered central (as in noun–noun sentences
such as the butler helped the chauffeur) or the second
character that will be considered central (as in noun–name
sentences such as the butler helped Calvin). In these
cases, the central characters have on increased accessibil-
ity of about the same magnitude (958 msec for noun
probes in first position paired with a noun nonprobe and
963 msec for name probes in second position paired with
a noun nonprobe) but are less accessible than in the afore-
mentioned cases in which central character status can be
determined at the first character.

The alternate, non-discourse–based account of the first-
mention advantage based on temporal distinctiveness
(Neath, 1993; Neath & Knoedler, 1994) cannot account
for the present results. This theory would predict an ad-
vantage for the first position in a sentence, regardless of
the status of the elements in discourse. However, if the the-
ory were extended to encompass other types of distinc-

Figure 4. Accuracy to the first and second characters by sen-
tence type.
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tiveness, it could account for these results. In particular, if
names were found to be more distinctivethannouns,adding
this distinctiveness to the model would enable the theory
to predict the reaction time advantageof names over nouns
regardless of position in the sentence.

The effect of time delay on the advantage of first men-
tion was not a strong one in the present study. Generally,
previous studies have found recency effects at short time
delays, whereas first-mention effects emerge at later de-
lays. In the present data, first-mention effects were already
present at the earliest delays for most conditions.Only the
noun probe paired with name nonprobes did not show the
advantage of first mention. However, there is some indi-
cation that the advantage of first mention may eventually
emerge even here. Although our earlier delays showed no
evidence of a first-mention advantage for this condition,
by the 1,000-msec delay, the reaction time means were at
least in that direction (940 msec to the noun in the first
position and 979 msec to the same noun in the second po-
sition, n.s.), and the recency advantage seen in the accu-
racy scores for earlier delays had disappearedat the 1,000-
msec delay. It is therefore possible that with delays longer
than 1,000 msec, the advantage of first mention will even-
tually emerge, even for noun probes paired with name
nonprobes.

This present study expands upon the findings of previ-
ous studies. Using a story continuationmethodology, San-
ford et al. (1988) found an advantage for names, but no ef-
fect of order of mention. Using the probe recognition
methodology and only one time delay, Robertson et al.
(1995) found a first-mention advantage and a name ad-
vantage and no interaction. The present study finds both
main effects and an interaction between the way charac-
ters are designated and the advantage of first mention. At
early time delays, the advantage of first mention does not
emerge for all sentence types. Discourse function appears
to influence character availability, with named characters
seen as central. For characters within a sentence, the first-
named character is taken to be central, regardless of the po-
sition in which that first name occurs. When no names are
in the sentence, the first character is taken to be central.
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